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Tips for Paper 3 No 1 and No 2
1. Identity the variable from the text and diagram.
(a) Manipulated variable
(b) Responding variable
(c) Fixed variable (can be measured)
---NOT TYPE OF SUBSTANCE
(d) Observe the diagram measurement
(e) Identity the value in table
(f) Tabulate data with symbol and unit
(g) Plan your graph (unit and symbol)
(h) Determine the relationship from the graph

2. Read the question CAREFULLY
(a) Extrapolate the graph and write the value next to it
(b) Plot biggest triangle and get closest value with unit
(c) Substitute the value correctly with 2 decimal places
(d) Place precaution
 Eye Observation perpendicular to the scale of (instrument) to prevent
parallax errors
 Off the circuit when measurement is not taken to prevent heating of wires
and cause systematic errors
 Repeat the experiment for 3 times and determine the average to prevent
systematic error
3. Tips Paper 3 no 3 and 4.
(a) Planning experiment is the BEST to do and EASY to score but it is also easy to
differ from the main point.
(b) Identify variables from the questions from the statement, CIRCLE UP the
variables involve and APPARATUS GIVEN in statement.
(c) Think what ???? experiment is using given apparatus as a HINTS. Plan and sketch
the diagram of experiment step up.
(d) Write inference, hypothesis and aim FOLLOW FORMAT given.
Underline the variables of MV and RV from the diagram. Use the variables to substitute the
format of Planning Experiment.
Procedure
1. State the initial measurement of MV.
2. State the ways of measurement of RV with apparatus and follow with formula (if
necessary)
3. Repeat the experiment with 4 different MV values. a1,a2,a3 and a4.
Paper 2 Part B
1. Definition – don’t state the formula of the define word
- Write the definition in statement from the formula
2. Comparison questions – must use back the same diagram to compare in
physics term comparison. Quote back the Diagram number, and compare
with statement according to the marks provision.
2
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3. Explanation on aspects given.
Must quote back the aspect given, don’t divert the statement by explaning
other statement of your ways.
Explain the characteristics of the statement given follow ( 1 marks) with
explanation of the benefit and advantages of the characteristics stated. (1
marks)
More explanation are better, usually TWO are more than enough.
Part C
1. Usually calculation, and definition.
Please state formula, working and final results with minimum 2 decimal places and
correct units.
2. Explanation of physics concepts, usually test your understanding of physics formula
relationships.
3. Study specification on the aspects given and evaluate the pictures given to extract the answer
from the information given. Quote the information of point of answer and elaborate the
statement of characterics with physics concept explanation.
4. Try to give TWO explanation of each characterics in a statement. (4 points with 4
explanation) – 8 marks
5. Final 2 marks is the explanation of the BEST suitability and CHOOSE the BEST of the 4 or 5
given examples.
6. This characteristics and explanation can states in a table form. (THE BEST EVER ESSAY
for 10 marks)
7. Choose the best essay than you can get the MOST marks.
8. Essay in Part B and Part C is usually ONE form 4 and ONE form 5. So DON’T SPOT
QUESTION. Study all the physics concept.
Paper 3 Planning Experiment
1.

MV - area cross sectional
RV - depth of the load compress into the plasticine
3

alternative
MV - mass of load
RV- depth of the load compress into the plasticine
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2.
These belon are place into a car of same pressure. Diagram 3 shows a belon

place in the car from a hot afternoon. Diagram 3 (b) show the size of the
same belon on next day morning. Observe the shape of belon and their
surroundings.
With the use of apparatus such as a capillary tube, bunsen burner and
other apparatus, describe an experiment framework to investigate the
hypothesis stated.

MV- temperature
RV- differences of
the height of the
capillary tube
Diagram 3 (a)

Diagram 3 (b)
4
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3.

MV - height of the
magnet drop into the
solenoid
RV- induced current
( reading of
galvanometer)

With the use of apparatus such as bar magnet, copper wire and other suitable apparatus,
describe one experiment to investigate the hypothesis stated in 4(b),
Dengan mengunakan alat radas seperti magnet bar, dawai kuprum dan lain-lain
radas yang sesuai, terangkan satu eksperimen untuk menyiasat hipotesis yang
dinyatakan di 4(b).
4.

Diagram 4.1 shows a bulb lights up when connected to a rotating bicycle dynamo.
Rajah 4.1 menunjukkan sebiji mentol menyala apabila disambungkan kepada

satu dinamo basikal yang sedang berpusing.

Diagram 4.2 shows the bulb become brighter when it is connected to another
rotating bicycle dynamo which is rotating with same speed.
Rajah 4.2 menunjukkan mentol itu menjadi semakin terang apabila disambung

kepada satu dinamo basikal lain yang berpusing dengan kelajuan yang sama.
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tyre

rotating knob

tayar

dynamo

dinamo
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Tombol
berputar
magnet

to bicycle frame

magnet

ke rangka basikal

iron core

teras
besi
bulb light

copper coil

cahaya
mentol

to bulb

gegelung
kuprum

ke mentol
Diagram 4.1/ Rajah 4.1
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gegelung
kuprum
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Diagram 4.2/Rajah 4.2

MV - Number of turns
of solenoid
RV- induced current
( reading of galvanometer)
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5.
A student carried out an experiment to study the relationship between the period of
oscillation, T and mass, m for a loaded spring of oscillation. The results of the experiment is
shown in the graph of T2 against m as in Diagram 2.1.

Graph of T2 against m
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Diagram 2.1
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(a) State the relationship between T2 and m.
………………………………………………………………………………..
T2 directly proportional to m
(b)

[1 mark]
Based on the graph in Diagram 2.1 on page 7,
(i)
Determine the value of T when m = 25 g. Show on the graph how you
determine the value of T.

-extrapolate
-0.28 s2
T= 0.529 s
must be in 3 dp with unit[2 marks]

(ii)

Determine the value of m when T2 = 0.75 s2. Show on the graph how you
determine the value of m.

extrapolate
67.0 g
[2 marks]
(c)

The stiffness of spring, k is given by the formula

(i)

k = 39.45 m
T2
Calculate the gradient of graph T2 against m. Show how you determine
the gradient.
-big triangle

m= 0.68- 0.0
60.0 - 0.0
=0.0113

(ii)

By using the formula k = 39.45 m
T2
calculate the stiffness of spring, k.

s2/g

-substitute
-in range answer
with 3 dp and
unit

[3 marks]
and the value obtained in (c)(i)

k= 39.5 x 1/ gradient
k= 39.5 x 1/ 0.0113
k= 3495.575
g/s2
3 dp with correct unit

[3 marks]
(e) State one precaution that should be taken during this experiment.
………………………………………………………………………………..
[1 mark]
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6.

7.

Nyatakan persamaan dan perbezaan antara perlanggaran kenyal dengan
perlanggaran tak kenyal. Berikan satu contoh perlanggaran kenyal .
State the similarity and the difference between elastic and inelastic collisions. Given one example
of elastic collision.
[4 markah]
[4 marks]

(a) Dengan menggunakan konsep fizik yang sesuai, terangkan pengubahsuaian yang perlu dilakukan
kepada motosikal di atas untuk dijadikan sebagai motosikal lumba yang selamat. Cadangan
pengubahsuaian yang boleh dibuat berdasarkan aspek:
Using suitable physics concepts, explain the necessary modifications to convert the above
motorcycle to a secure racing motorcycle. The modifications may involve the following aspects,
characterstics
explanation
(i) rekabentuk ekzos 1. bigger exhaust
increase momentum push forward
design of exhaust
when exhaust release at fron more forward
force to push greater

(ii) Kuasa
Power

2. high power cc

(iii) keselamatan
Security

3. bigger area cross sectional of tyres

distance

to increse force and to produce
backward force to push the motocycl
forward to greate distance at high acceleration
reduce pressure
and prevent the motorcycle
form collapse, strong grip on ground

4. leather 9and sponge on edge of of elbow
5. lower stability

reduce friction when
falls and reduce air
friction on body.
easy to cornering, prevent
motorcycle from collapsed
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(iv) pakaian penunggang
cloth of the cyclist
(v) kestabilan
Stability

[10 markah]

[10 marks]

8

(a)

Terangkan mengapa mentol yang disambungkan kepada dua sel kering

1. The two dry cells are connected
menyala lebih terang berbanding dengan mentol yang disambung
in parallel
2. The effective e.m.f. remains
kepada satu sel kering.
the same
3. The effective internal
Explain why the bulb connected to two dry cells lights up brighter than
resistance of the two cells is smaller
4. A larger current will flow
one bulb connected to one dry cell.
through the bulb to make it brighter

[4 markah]

[4 marks]
(b) Jadual 12.1 menunjukkan empat elemen pemanas P, Q, R dan S dengan spesifikasi yang
berbeza. Tiga panel pemanas yang serupa diperlukan untuk dipasang pada tiga sisi satu
pengering elektrik.
Table 12.1 shows four heating elements P, Q, R and S with different specifications.
Three identical heating panels are needed to be fixed on three sides of an electric dryer.

Elemen
pemanas
Heating
element

P

Diameter
dawai
Diameter of
wire

Jenis panel pemanas
Type of heating panel

Tebal Thick

Susunan panel
pemanas
Arrangement of
heating panels

Takat lebur
Melting
point

Litar selari Parallel
circuit

Rendah
Low

Litar selari Parallel
circuit

Tinggi
High

Litar selari Parallel
circuit

Tinggi
High

Dawai lurus
Straight wire

Q
Dawai gegelung
Coil wire

R

Halus Thin
Dawai lurus
Straight wire

10
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Litar selari Parallel
circuit

Tebal Thick

S

11

Tinggi
High

Dawai gegelung
Coil wire

Jadual 12.1 / Table 12.1
Anda dikehendaki menentukan elemen pemanas yang paling sesuai yang boleh menghasilkan
haba paling banyak dalam masa yang singkat.
You are required to determine the most suitable heating element that can produce highest
amount of heat faster.
Kaji spesifikasi keempat-empat elemen pemanas berdasarkan aspek-aspek berikut:
Study the specifications of all the four heating elements based on the following aspects:
Thin

diameter

Coil wire

(i)

Diameter dawai.
Diameter of the wire.

(ii)

Parallel arrangement
(iii)

High melting point
(iv)
G ,

High resistance
Increase length / resistance

Jenis panel pemanas
Type of heating panel

If one panel not function, others
still function

Susunan tiga panel pemanas.
Arrangement of three heating panels.

Withstand high temperature

Takat lebur dawai.
Melting point of the wire.

Terangkan kesesuaian setiap aspek dan seterusnya tentukan element pemanas yang paling
sesuai.
Beri sebab untuk pilihan anda.

because thin diameter, coil wire, parallel arrangement and high melting point
Explain the suitability of each aspects and then determine the most suitable heating element.
Give a reason of your choice.
[10 markah]
[10 marks]

1. curve magnet- produce radial magnetic field
with uniform magnetic field which concentrate the
induced curent after the cutting of magnetic field
and produces effective induced current
2. more number of coils- more induced current
generate due to the rate of cutting of magnetic field
3. soft iron core-greater magnetic field strength
produces with greater force on the conductor and
generate greater induced current.
4.carbon brush- reduce friction, produces
effective continously induced current.

9.
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M1
outer layer less dense than inner layer
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M2
incidence angle inner core more than critical angle
M3
light or signal experience series of total internal reflection
10.Diagram 9.3 shows an optical fibre.
M4
Rajah 9.3 menunjukkan suatu gentian optik .
signal i
s been sent with great velocity

11. Diagram 5 shows a diamond
ring .Explain why the diamond
ring in air sparkles more than
under water.
[4 marks
Diagram 9.3
Rajah 9.3
Explain how the signal transmitted through the optical fibre cable which is used in
telecommunications.
Terangkan bagaimana isyarat dihantar melalui kabel gentian optik yang digunakan di dalam
telekomunikasi.
[4 marks]

12. Ultrasound is the name given to sound waves that have frequencies greater than
20000Hz. It's too high pitched for human hearing, but many animals, such as dogs, cats
and bats can hear ultrasound. Diagram 1 shows a photograph of a fetus at 4 months
seen via ultrasound. Explain how ultrasound is applied in medicine to produce the
medical images of foetus.
[4 marks]

11. 1. When light enters the diamond,
it is difficult for it to leave
because of the high refractive index
of the diamond
2. Repeated “total internal
reflection” occurs inside the diamond
3. All the bouncing means
that light leaves the diamond in
many different directions, leading to
the sparkle.
1.
Place a special gel on the mother‟s abdomen
4. Putting a diamond underwater
2.
Move a transducer (sound-emitting instrument)
means that the difference in
across it - the ultrasound is sent into the patients
body.
speeds (or index of refraction) is
3.
At each boundary between different tissues or organs
much less which leads to less total
some of the ultrasound is reflected.
4.
The depth of each layer is calculated using the time
internal reflection, and therefore,
taken for each reflected wave to return.
5.
The reflected waves (echoes) are electrically converted/less sparkling.
processed/translated to a 2-dimensional
picture on a monitor which can then be photographed.
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-Pressure is defined as the
force applied on a unit
surface area . P =

F
A

The inertia of an object
is the tendency of the
object to remain at rest
or, if moving, to continue
its motion

-P = h ρ g
Pressure at both side are
same, PA = PB
So
that
;
FA = FB
AA AB
Archimedes’
Principle:
When an object is __ fully
__ or __partially __
immersed in a fluid, the
upthrust or ___buoyancy __
on it is equal to the
__weight __ of fluid
displaced.
FB = __ Vρg __

In a steady flow of fluid, the
_ pressure __in the fluid is
_decreases__ when the
velocity of the fluid is high
and vice versa.

In a swamp area, a fan
boat is used.
- The fan produces a
high speed movement of
air

backward.

produces

a

This
large

momentum backward.
-By conservation of
momentum, an equal but
opposite momentum is
produced and acted on
the boat. So the boat will
move forward.

Total
Before

total

momentum after

A
Y

m1u1 + m2u2 = m1 v1
+ m2 v2

B

AND gate
A
Y
B

OR gate
A

NOT gate

Y

λ = ax
D
The magnitude of the
induced e.m.f in a
wire can be increased
by
1)Increasing the
speed of the relative
motion
2)Increasing the
strength of the

magnetic field

Momentum
=

Total internal reflection
Specific Heat
thongks 2016
13 reflection
is the complete
Capacity
of light ray travelling
Quantity of heat
from a denser medium to
energy required to
a less dense medium.
raise the temperature
of 1 kg of a
.- light ray enters from a
denser medium towards
substance by 10C.
a less dense medium.
-the
angle of incidence in
State Charles’ law.
the denser medium is
greater then the critical
For a fixed mass of
angle of the medium
gas, its volume is
( i > c)
directly proportional
to its absolute
temperature
The principle of superposition
state when two waves
overlap,
the
resultant
displacement is equal to the
sum of the displacements of
the individual wave.

-Radioactivity is the
spontaneous
and
random emission of
radioactive rays from
unstable
radioactive
materials after which
they become more
stable

The magnitude of the
induced e.m.f in a
coil/solenoid can be
increased by
1)increasing the
speed of the relative
motion
2)increasing the
strength of the
magnetic field
3)increasing
the
number of turns of
the coil

The
half - life of
radioactive source is
the time taken for half
number of the nuclei in
a sample of radioactive
atoms to decay
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Depth of sea , d = v x

ELECTROMAGNETISM
The factors that affect the
magnitude of the force on a
current-carrying conductor in a
magnetic field are:
1. the magnitude of the current in the
conductor
The greater the current the greater
the force on the conductor.
2. the strength of the magnetic
field
The greater the magnetic field
strength the greater the force on
the conductor.
Faraday’s Law states that the
magnitude of the induced e.m.f. is
directly proportional to the rate of
cutting of the magnetic field lines
or the rate of change of magnetic
flux by a conductor.
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(a)
make one suitable inference
.
The ___________________ is depend on the ____________________________
(b)
state one appropriate hypothesis
The higher the _______________________, the _________ the ____________________
(i)
aim of the experiment
to determine the relationship between _______________ and _______________
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

variables in the experiment
MV _________________________
RV

__________________________

CV

___________________________
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list of apparatus and materials
(From list given and use to measure RV and MV with controlling the motion)
_____________________________________________________
arrangement of the apparatus
(diagram with label)
the procedures of the experiment
1. method of controlling the manipulated variable (initial data)
__________________________________________________
2. method of measuring the responding variable (use what and how to measure )
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

(vi)

(vii)

3. repeat with 4 difference value
______________________________________________________
the way of tabulate data
MV, symbol and unit
RV, symbol and unit

the way you would analyse the data

(viii)
analyse the data
(b) symbol and unit

Symbol and unit
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